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What notable trends have you seen in the infrastructure 
and real asset markets?

The trends noted in late 2014 by the general LP community are 
largely persistent today. These include, but are not limited to: 
a) lots of dollars chasing few assets; b) lofty prices for prime 
assets, thus lower return profi les; c) healthy bank credit market 
and elevated leverage levels.  

What we’ve seen, as of late, is that there has been strong 
demand in the LP community for credit strategies. More 
specifi cally, given the historic downturn in commodity prices, 
there are currently billions of dollars of credit awaiting distressed 
opportunities in the oil & gas sector. Many LPs have chosen 
to play the oil downturn through credit funds in this cycle, but 
additionally some LPs are pursuing public equities which are 
also signifi cantly depressed.  

There is a general concern in the credit markets of “too many 
dollars chasing too few deals”; however, at Capstone, we 
believe the distress will present itself in the coming quarters. 
In late Q3 and early Q4 2015, many fi nancial institutions are 
feeling regulatory pressure to revalue the borrowing base for 
their energy loans. While very large E&P, midstream and energy 
services companies have spent 2015 protecting themselves 
(i.e. massive layoffs, restructuring of debt packages), there are 
many smaller companies who will feel the pinch from creditors 
and this should create the “feeding frenzy” that the credit funds 
have been looking for. However, the question remains whether 
or not these companies are worthwhile investments or are they 
simply whistling past the graveyard right now and additional 
leverage will not save them. These aforementioned topics 
have become all-consuming for investors, and many LPs with 
large energy portfolios have witnessed considerable declines in 
value. While traditional infrastructure assets remain interesting 
for LPs, they are clearly on the backburner. At the top of mind 
are strategies that will take advantage of the dislocation in the 
global commodity markets.  

What are the prospects for fi rms currently fundraising, and 
how can they differentiate themselves?

For traditional infrastructure fi rms (focused on transportation, 
utilities, social projects etc.) that are currently fundraising, the 
most meaningful differentiating factor for LPs will be near-
term investments. Similar to the real estate adage of “location, 
location, location”, in the current fundraising environment the 
adage is and continues to be “deals, deals, deals”. Participating 
in auctions is not an LP’s view of attractive deal fl ow; therefore, 
a GP must demonstrate access to ample and attractive 
investment opportunities where a manager can add value and 
provide meaningful returns. For the energy managers, LPs are 
expecting the GP to answer a few questions including: a) how will 

you take advantage of the dislocation in today’s market? b) how 
has your team demonstrated resiliency in prior downturns? c) 
show me your “deals, deals, deals” and how are they positioned 
for downside protection? Overall, there is clear interest from the 
global LP community for energy-related strategies (i.e. credit 
or equity), while traditional infrastructure is less interesting. 
However, in order to demonstrate differentiation in a crowded 
market, all GPs are best served by focusing on near-term deal 
fl ow and how they will get their LP dollars put to work quickly.

We have seen increased appetite among LPs for co-
investments. Do you think this will continue in the coming 
years?

The number of LPs indicating an interest for co-investments 
has increased significantly in the last several years and we do 
not see that trend changing in the near term. Many LPs will 
include specifi c language in their side letters expressing their 
desire for co-investments. As you would expect, the GPs are 
hesitant to make direct promises for future co-investments. The 
GPs see a wide disparity among LPs in their ability to react to 
and execute on co-investments. However, we don’t see that 
disparity changing the way things currently operate as the GPs 
understand the value of co-investments for strengthening LP 
relationships and helping LPs get comfortable with making a 
fund commitment.

Are you seeing more separately managed accounts (SMAs) 
with LPs interested in infrastructure?

Generally speaking, we are seeing a lot of creative investment 
structures for limited partners.  Some groups are offering special 
co-investment rights and/or fee discounts to fi rst closers or LPs 
who invest with large checks, e.g. $100mn+. The US is behind 
many other OECD countries in terms of infrastructure investing 
by public pensions. The larger public pension funds, insurance 
companies and endowments/foundations have been investing 
over the past several years; however, the depth of the portfolio 
and institutional knowledge of the asset class is below that of 
their counterparts in Australia, Canada, the UK, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, Germany, et al. In the US, we have witnessed a 
couple of recent announcements that are unique SMA-type 
mandates. CalPERS recently announced a $1bn deal with QIC 
for Australia/Asia exposure, and earlier in 2015 CalSTRS tapped 
ABP for a unique mandate in Europe. Ironically, some of the 
largest US-based public pension funds are looking outside the 
domestic market for attractive investment opportunities. LPs are 
looking for specifi c, niche SMAs that will give them favourable 
access to deal fl ow or management expertise that they would 
not otherwise be able to access on their own. Additionally, the 
SMAs are privately negotiated agreements directly between the 
GP and LP, so each mandate is unique of its own accord. This 
structure can be appealing to a GP but is certainly benefi cial 
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to an LP looking for specifi c exposure to a type of deal or 
geography. We feel that SMAs will become more prominent over 
the coming years; however, it’s typically only the very large LPs 
that are in a position to take advantage of these mandates.  

Is the role of a placement agent evolving?

The role of placement agents has evolved over time from both 
the General Partner and Limited Partner perspective. As the 
capital raising market has continued to get more crowded and 
competitive, most GPs have realized that a good full service agent 
can make a capital raise signifi cantly more effi cient, even if they 
have suffi cient demand for their fund. Agents that are constantly 
in the market have the best idea of how to position a fund, when 
to launch the raise, and which investors they should go to early. 
If the initial timing and approach are off, a fundraise can get 
off the rails and end up stale. Quality agents can also provide 
a full turn-key solution for document preparation, diligence 
management and overall project management, which leaves 
the GP more time to focus on their strength, which is investing. 
All of these factors are much more important than they used to 
be when LPs had fewer investment options, many investment 
decisions were made based on long-term relationships, and 
diligence tended to be more cursory. As it relates to the evolution 
of the LP/placement agent relationship, the industry has come a 
long way from the shady days of unregistered “introducers” who 
left a bad mark on the business with the pay-to-play scandal, 
and even from the days when decisions were infl uenced by how 
much money an agent spent entertaining a potential investor. 

Today’s private equity LPs are well-informed, sophisticated 
investors that in most cases make investment decisions based 
on sound diligence and appropriate portfolio construction. Some 
of the current challenges for LPs include how to effi ciently sort 
through hundreds of fund investment opportunities and how 
to gain access to the invite-only or hot capital raises. Well-
informed agents that have gained the trust of an LP can be 
helpful in both of these cases. We maintain regular dialogue 
with LPs outside of any direct effort to sell a specifi c fund. These 
discussions can be open-ended conversations sharing views 
about different groups or, more often, they address specifi c 
questions about what our pipeline looks like, who we are seeing 
coming to market, or what we are hearing from other LPs. If we 
have a hot fund coming to market, it will generally come up in 
these discussions and the LP can position themselves to get an 
early look. LPs also use these discussions, as well as regular 
discussions with their peers, to take a systematic approach to 
building their forward allocation calendars. Lastly, agents have 
become a more integral part of the diligence process, making 
it more effi cient for LPs by ensuring that key materials are 
included in the client’s data room. All of these factors combined 
illustrate the important role a well-respected placement agent 
plays in a successful fundraise.   
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